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used by the LHC experiments, in view of the High-
Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) physics programme. This
paper has been prepared by the HEP Software Foun-
dation (HSF) Physics Event Generator Working Group
as an input to the upcoming LHCC review of HL-LHC
computing, which is scheduled to start in May 2020.
Keywords Monte Carlo · Physics Event Generator ·
LHC experiments · WLCG · High-Luminosity LHC
1 Introduction
Physics event generators are one of the computational
pillars of any High Energy Physics (HEP) experiment,
and in particular of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
experiments. In this paper, we review the main software
and computing challenges for the physics event gener-
ators used by the ALICE [1], ATLAS [2], CMS [3] and
LHCb [4] experiments, in view of the high-luminosity
running phase of the LHC experimental programme
(HL-LHC), which should be operational from the end
of 2027 [5]. This document has been prepared by the
Physics Event Generators Working Group (WG) [6] of
the HEP Software Foundation (HSF), as an input to the
upcoming review of the HL-LHC computing strategy by
the LHC Experiments Committee (LHCC) [7], which is
scheduled to start in May 2020 [8–11]. As is the case for
the LHCC review, this paper focuses mainly on ATLAS
and CMS, but it also contains important considerations
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2 The HSF Physics Event Generator WG
for ALICE and LHCb. A shorter summary of this pa-
per, due to space constraints, is included in a more gen-
eral document [12] prepared by the HSF for the LHCC,
which covers the status and challenges in the broader
area of common tools and community software.
This paper gives an overview of the many challenges
in the generator area, and of the work that can be done
to address them. Its outline is the following. Section 2
gives an overview of the role and challenges of physics
event generators in LHC computing, summarising the
steps which led to the creation of the HSF generator
WG, and its current activities. Section 3 describes the
collaborative challenges in the development, use and
maintenance of generator software for LHC physics.
Section 4 gives more details about the computational
anatomy of physics event generators, and the techni-
cal challenges in their development and performance
optimization. Section 5 summarizes some of the main
open questions about the required physics accuracy of
event generators at HL-LHC, and their impact on com-
putational costs. Finally, in Sec. 6 we compile a list
of high-priority items on which we propose that the
HSF generator WG should focus, in view of the more
in-depth LHCC review of HL-LHC software that is cur-
rently scheduled for Q3 2021 [11].
It should be stressed that this paper focuses on
the software and computing aspects of event genera-
tors, rather than on the underlying physics. To be able
to describe the overall computational goals and struc-
ture of these software applications and put them in
context, many of the relevant physics concepts are in
any case mentioned and briefly explained. This is done
using a language that tries to be somewhat accessible
also to software engineers and computing experts with
no background in particle physics, even if the resulting
text is not meant to be an exhaustive overview of these
complex issues from a theoretical point of view.
This paper also gives an overview of some of the
collaborative challenges and human resource issues re-
lated to the development and support of generator soft-
ware. To some extent, these concerns have already been
raised in previous community efforts, such as the HSF
Community White Paper (CWP) [13] and the docu-
ment [14] that was submitted as an input to the Open
Symposium [15] on the Update of European Strategy
for Particle Physics.
2 The HSF Physics Event Generator WG
Physics event generators are an essential component
of the data processing and analysis chain of the LHC
experiments, and a large consumer of resources in
the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [16].
All of the scientific results of the LHC experiments,
such as precision measurements of physics parame-
ters and searches for new physics, depend significantly
on the comparison of experimental measurements to
theoretical predictions, in most cases computed using
generator software.
Using Monte Carlo (MC) techniques, generators al-
low both the calculation of differential and total cross
sections and the generation of weighted or unweighted
events for experimental studies (this is explained in
more detail in Sec. 4.1, where these concepts are briefly
defined). Within the experiments, generators are used
primarily to produce large samples of (mostly un-
weighted) events: this is the first step in the production
chain for simulating LHC collisions, which is followed by
detector simulation and event reconstruction. In each of
the two general purpose LHC experiments, ATLAS and
CMS, the overall number of events that are generated
by the central production teams and passed through full
detector simulation and event reconstruction, across all
relevant physics processes, is of the order of magnitude
of O(1010) events for every year of LHC data taking.
Typically, the sizes of these samples of simulated events
are approximately a factor of 3 larger than the overall
number of data events collected during the correspond-
ing time range. These large-scale event generation cam-
paigns have a computational cost, mainly in terms of
the “compute” (i.e. CPU) resources used, the major-
ity of which are provided by the WLCG infrastructure.
The limited size of the simulated samples that can be
produced under resource constraints is a source of ma-
jor uncertainty in many analyses (for example, in Higgs
measurements of both ATLAS [17] and CMS [18]). This
is an issue which is limiting the potential physics output
of the LHC programme, and may get significantly worse
at HL-LHC, where the projected computing needs of
the experiments exceed the resources that are expected
to be available [13], despite the fact that the most ag-
gressive HL-LHC physics projections [19–22] assume no
uncertainty due to the limited size of simulated samples.
When the HEP Software Foundation prepared its
CWP [13] in 2017, the fraction of the ATLAS CPU
resources in WLCG used for event generation was esti-
mated [23] at around 20%. Beyond the existing projec-
tions, which assume the same level of theoretical pre-
cision as in the current event generation campaigns,
concern was also raised that event generation would be-
come computationally more expensive at the HL-LHC,
where more complex calculations (e.g. beyond next-to-
leading-order or with higher jet multiplicities) will be
needed [24]. It was thus clear that speedups in genera-
tor software are needed to address the overall comput-
ing resource problem expected at the HL-LHC. This
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is of course also the case for the other big consumers
of CPU (detector simulation and reconstruction), but
until now these areas have had more focus, and signif-
icant speedups are already expected on the HL-LHC
timescales, which has not been the case for generators.
Other issues in the generator area, both technical and
non-technical (e.g. funding, training and careers) also
became obvious while preparing the CWP.
For these reasons, the HSF organised a three-day
Workshop [25,26] at the end of 2018 to focus on the soft-
ware and computing aspects of event generators. Their
usage in the experiments was reviewed, revealing a large
discrepancy in the CPU budgets quoted by ATLAS and
CMS, 14% and 1%, respectively, for 2017 [27]. This was
attributed, at least partly, to the different packages and
parameter settings used by the two experiments, but it
was clear that further studies were needed.
A Working Group of the HSF on Physics Event
Generators [6] was therefore set up at the beginning
of 2019. The main focus of the WG so far has been
to get a better understanding of the current usage of
generators in the experiments, and to identify and pri-
oritise the areas where computing costs can be reduced.
In particular, the ATLAS and CMS compute budgets
have been analysed in detail: currently, it is estimated
that the fractions of WLCG compute allocations used
for generation today are around 12% for ATLAS and
5% for CMS. In absolute terms, i.e. in HEP-SPEC06
(HS06) seconds [28, 29], the ratio between ATLAS and
CMS is actually larger, as the overall ATLAS budget
for compute resources is larger than that of CMS. To
understand what causes this difference, detailed bench-
marking of the computational costs of Sherpa [30] and
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [31] (in the following abbrevi-
ated as MG5 aMC) have also started [32, 33], as these
are the two generators used for some of the most ex-
pensive event generation productions in ATLAS and
CMS, respectively. The WG has also been active in
other areas, such as in discussing the possible shar-
ing of common parton-level samples by ATLAS and
CMS [34], and in reviewing and supporting the ef-
forts for porting generators to modern architectures,
notably GPUs. This last activity is particularly impor-
tant, as it has become increasingly clear that being able
to run compute-intensive WLCG software workloads
on GPUs [35] would allow the exploitation of modern
GPU-based supercomputers at High Performance Com-
puting (HPC) centers, and generators look like a natu-
ral candidate for this, as discussed later on in Sec. 4.4.
Looking forward, the WG plans to continue its ac-
tivities in the areas described above, but also to ex-
pand it in a few other directions. One of the goals of
this paper is that of dissecting and analysing the many
different challenges, both technical and non-technical,
in the generator domain, to identify the specific ar-
eas where work is most urgently needed, or where the
largest improvements are expected to be possible to re-
duce the gap between required and available comput-
ing resources at the time of HL-LHC. It should also be
pointed out that the role of the WG in this context
is mainly that of providing a forum for information
exchange, and possibly supporting and coordinating
common activities involving the collaboration of several
teams or the comparison of their results, but most of the
concrete work is generally expected to be done by the
individual experiments or theoretical physicist teams.
3 Collaborative challenges
In this section, we give an overview of the collaboration
challenges in the development, use and maintenance of
generator software for LHC. By and large, these are
mainly non-technical challenges that concern human re-
sources, i.e. actual people, and their organisation, train-
ing and motivation, rather than computing resources,
software modules or theoretical physics models.
3.1 A very diverse software landscape
The landscape of generator software is extremely var-
ied, even more than in detector simulation, event
reconstruction or analysis workloads. For a review,
see for instance Refs. [14, 36–38]. Different generators
(Sherpa, MG5 aMC, POWHEG [39], Pythia [40], Her-
wig [41–43], Alpgen [44], etc.) are used in the commu-
nity, mainly for two reasons: firstly, one needs mul-
tiple independent calculations with potentially differ-
ent approximations to cross-check one another; and
secondly, the different generators vary in their fea-
tures (for example, some might simulate only a sub-
set of the physics processes of interest). A given pro-
cess may be simulated with a different physics pre-
cision, e.g. leading-order (LO), next-to-leading-order
(NLO), or next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) in
a power series expansion in the strong-force “cou-
pling constant”. Generating a sample also involves
choices of hadronization and parton shower (PS)
models (Pythia [40], Herwig [41–43], Ariadne [45],
etc.), underlying event tunes [46–49], prescriptions for
matching/merging1 (MC@NLO [50], POWHEG [51],
KrkNLO [52], CKKW [53], CKKW-L [54], MLM [55,
56], MEPS@NLO [57], MINLO [58], FxFx [59],
1 In this paper, we use the definitions of matching and
merging given in Ref. [59], which are briefly hinted at in
Sec. 4.2.
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UNLOPS [60], Herwig7 Matchbox [61–63], etc.),
“afterburner” tools for simulating particle decays and
quantum electrodynamics (QED) radiative corrections
(EvtGen [64], Tauola [65], Photos [66], etc.), and other
input parameters such as parton distribution functions
(PDFs) [67], primarily via the LHAPDF library [68].
Various combinations of software libraries are thus
possible, often written by different authors and some
dating back many years, reflecting theoretical research
within different teams. For a given process, the LHC
experiments often use different software packages and
settings from one another, and a single experiment can
generate events using more than one choice. Many dif-
ferent packages and configurations may therefore need
to be worked on to get cumulative CPU cost reduc-
tions. The large number of packages also complicates
their long-term maintenance and integration in the ex-
periments software and workflows, sometimes leading
to Grid job failures and computing inefficiencies. Other
packages are also absolutely critical for the whole gener-
ator community and must be maintained, even if their
CPU cost is relatively low (Rivet [69], Professor [70],
HepMC [71,72], FastJet [73], etc.).
3.2 A very diverse human environment
A broad spectrum of skills and profiles are needed for
the development and support of event generators: the-
orists (who create fundamental physics models, and de-
sign, develop and optimize most generator code); exper-
imentalists working on research (who determine which
types of event samples are required, and of which size);
experimentalists working on computing (who imple-
ment, monitor and account execution of workflows on
computing resources); software engineers and system
performance experts (who may help to analyse and im-
prove the efficiency of software applications and deploy-
ment models). This is a richness and opportunity, as
some technical problems are best addressed by people
with specific skills, but it also poses some challenges.
Training challenges. Theorists and experimentalists of-
ten lack formal training in software development and
optimization. Software engineers, but also many exper-
imentalists, are not experts in the theoretical physics
models implemented in MC codes.
Communication challenges. It is difficult to find a
shared terminology and set of concepts to understand
one another: notions and practices that are taken for
granted in one domain may be obscure for others. An
example: there are many articles about the physics in
generators, but software engineers would need papers
describing the main software modules and overall data
and control flow. Similarly, there are only very few ar-
ticles where the experiments describe the software and
computing workflows of their large scale MC produc-
tions (Ref. [74] is one such example for LHCb).
Career challenges. Those working in the development,
optimization and execution of generator software pro-
vide essential contributions to the success of the HL-
LHC physics programme and it is critical that they get
the right recognition and motivation. However, theo-
rists get recognition on published papers (which are of-
ten not even cited properly), and may not be motivated
to work on software optimizations that do not have
enough theoretical physics content to advance their ca-
reers. Generator support tasks in the experiments may
also not be valued enough to secure jobs or funding to
experimentalists pursuing a career in research.
Mismatch in usage patterns and in optimization focus.
The way generators are built and used by their authors
is often different from the way in which they are de-
ployed and integrated by the experiments in their soft-
ware frameworks and computing infrastructure. The
goals and metrics of software optimization work may
also differ. Theorists, who typically work with weighted
events and fast detector parametrizations if any, are
mainly interested in calculating cross sections and fo-
cus on minimising the phase space integration time for a
given statistical precision. The LHC experiments typ-
ically run large scale productions for generating fully
exclusive events, which are mostly unweighted as they
must be processed through expensive detector simu-
lation and event reconstruction steps: therefore, they
need to maximize the throughput of events generated
per unit time on a given computing system.
Programming languages. Attracting collaborators with
a computer science background to work on generators,
especially students, may also be complicated by the fact
that critical components of some generator packages are
written in Fortran, which is rarely used in industry and
less popular among developers than other programming
languages. Some of the generators also do not use indus-
try standard version control systems, making it harder
to contribute code.
4 Technical challenges
In this section, we give more details about the tech-
nical challenges in the software development and per-
formance optimization of MC physics event generator
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codes. To this end, it is useful to first give a brief, high-
level, reminder of their computational goals and inter-
nal data flows, and of the typical production workflows
used by the experiments.
4.1 Computational anatomy of a MC event generator
Particle physics is based on quantum mechanics, whose
description of Nature is intrinsically probabilistic. The
predictions of HEP theoretical models that are numer-
ically computed in event generators (through a combi-
nation of quantum field theory methodologies and phe-
nomenological approximations), and which can be com-
pared to experimental measurements, ultimately con-
sist of probabilities and probability density functions.
In particular, the probability that a collision “event”
with a given “final state”, i.e. including n particles of
given types, is observed in the collision of the LHC pro-
ton beams, is expressed in HEP in terms of the concept
of a “cross section”. In general terms, a cross section σ
represents the number of events Nexp = σL that are
expected per unit “integrated luminosity” L of the col-
liding beams (a parameter that depends on their in-
tensities and geometries, and on the overall duration of
data-taking time). More in detail, a differential cross
section, dσdO , with respect to an observable O (such as a
rapidity or a transverse momentum), refers to the ob-
servation of the desired final state at different points dO
of the observable “phase space”; conversely, its integral
σ =
∫
ΩO
dσ
dOdO is referred to as the total cross section,
if over the entire phase space, or as a fiducial cross sec-
tion, if over a well delimited region ΩO of the phase
space (the so-called acceptance).
In this context, the computational core of a physics
event generator is the code that numerically calculates,
from first principles, the fully differential cross section
dσ
dΦn
(x) for the highest-energy interaction in the scat-
tering process that leads to the desired n-particle fi-
nal state; this is computed as a function of the com-
plete kinematical configuration x of the elementary
particles, or “partons”, involved in this “hard interac-
tion” for an individual collision event. In the major-
ity of cases, the calculation of dσdΦn is implemented by
identifying all Feynman diagrams contributing to this
process, and calculating the “invariant amplitude” or
“matrix element” (ME) for each of these diagrams (al-
though there are also generators where matrix elements
are computed using algorithms not based on Feynman
diagrams [44,75]).
For LHC processes, the kinematical configuration
x = {x1, x2, Φn} of a collision event essentially consists
of a vector Φn, including up to four real numbers (re-
lated to their energy, mass and directions) for each of
the n outgoing (final state) partons, and of two real
numbers x1 and x2 representing the momentum frac-
tions of the two incoming (initial state) partons. As
described later on in Eq. 1, dσdΦn(x) is, together with two
parton distribution functions p(x1) and p(x2), the cen-
tral ingredient in the computation of a function f(x),
which essentially describes the probability distribution
in the space of all possible kinematical configurations
x, and from whose integral in this space other relevant
cross sections may be computed, σ=
∫
f(x)dx.
Integration and unweighted event generation. Given the
function f(x), physics event generators are commonly
used in HEP to solve two types of computational prob-
lems, which are related to each other and generally ad-
dressed within a same execution of the software, as dis-
cussed more in detail later on. The first goal (“phase
space integration”) is to compute a cross section as the
integral of f(x) over the relevant phase space region.
The second goal (“unweighted event generation”) is to
draw random samples of events whose kinematical con-
figurations x are distributed according to the theoreti-
cal prediction f(x).
Both of these goals are achieved using Monte Carlo
(MC) methods, whose distinctive feature is their re-
liance on random number generation (see Refs. [76, 77]
for early reviews of this technique in HEP). In par-
ticular, the starting point of both MC phase space
integration and MC unweighted event generation is
the calculation of f(x) for a large sample of events
xi∈{x1, . . . ,xN}, drawn at random from a known
probability density function g(x). More specifically:
1. MC phase space integration consists in drawing a
random sample of events xi from the sampling func-
tion g(x), and in numerically calculating an estima-
tor of the integral σ =
∫
f(x)dx, as the average of
the “weight” wi = w(xi) = f(xi)/g(xi) for all the
events xi in the sample. It should be noted that
this is not a deterministic approach, in the sense
that the result of the calculation may change if a
different random sample is used: it is easy to show,
however, that the estimator is unbiased, and that its
variance decreases as 1/N if the number of events
N in the sample is increased. From a software point
of view, the output of MC phase space integration
is essentially only one number, the estimate of the
integral σ =
∫
f(x)dx; alternatively, several num-
bers may also be calculated, representing the values
of dσdO computed as the MC integral of f(x) over
different regions of phase space. As discussed later
on, a “phase space integration” phase is in any case
also needed in the software before unweighted event
generation, to iteratively optimize the choice of the
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sampling function g(x), and to compute the maxi-
mum value wmax of w(x) over the relevant region of
phase space.
2. MC unweighted event generation consists in draw-
ing a random sample of events xi from the sampling
function g(x), and in randomly rejecting some of
them depending on the ratio of w(xi) to the max-
imum weight wmax over the phase space. For each
event, an accept-or-reject (or “hit-or-miss”) decision
is taken by drawing a random number R uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1: the event is accepted
if R<w(xi)/wmax, and rejected otherwise. The re-
sulting events, whose distribution is now described
by f(x) rather than by g(x), are referred to as “un-
weighted” in the sense that they all have the same
weight, which by convention is equal to 1. A special
case of unweighting, producing events whose weights
can be either +1 or -1, exists for calculations lead-
ing to events with negative weights: this is described
later on. From a software point of view, the output
of MC unweighted event generation is a sample of
events, i.e. essentially a sample of vectors xi.
The choice of the sampling algorithm (e.g. VEGAS [78,
79]), or equivalently of the function g(x), is very impor-
tant. The closer g(x) is to f(x), that is to say the more
constant the weight f(x)/g(x) is over the entire phase
space, the more precise is the integration (i.e. the lower
the variance on the result) for a given sample size, and
the more efficient is the unweighting procedure (i.e. the
lower the fraction of events rejected).
It should be noted that the experiments also do
physics analysis with samples of weighted events, which
they produce for instance through “biasing” techniques,
as discussed in Sec. 4.2. Wherever possible, however,
unweighted events (and in particular events with a pos-
itive weight +1) are preferred, as smaller event samples
are required than when using events with non-uniform
weights, resulting in overall savings of compute and
storage resources.
Internal software workflow. Schematically, the internal
software workflow of a typical generator is the following:
first, when necessary (i.e. when the process is too com-
plex to be manually hardcoded in advance), the source
code to compute the differential cross section dσdΦn of the
hard process, which is needed to derive f(x), is pro-
duced through automatic code generation, after iden-
tifying the relevant Feynman diagrams; a phase space
integration step follows, where event samples are iter-
atively drawn to optimize the sampling function g(x),
and estimate the maximum weight wmax; parton-level
unweighted events are then generated using the final,
frozen, g(x) and wmax; parton showers, hadronization
and hadron decays to stable particles are finally ap-
plied on top of those “parton-level” events. During the
unweighted event generation step, “merging” prescrip-
tions are also applied, after parton showers and before
hadronization, for so-called “merged” or “multi-leg” se-
tups, that is to say if the required final state includes
a variable number of “jets” (i.e. of quarks or gluons)
njets between 0 and n; experiment-level filters and other
techniques such as forced decays or forced fragmenta-
tion may also be applied, for instance to produce event
samples containing specific decays of B hadrons.
The internal workflow of a generator application is
actually more complex than described above, because
many different hard interactions may contribute to the
simulated process. To start with, for hadron colliders
like the LHC, the hard interaction takes place not be-
tween two protons, but between two of the partons in
their internal substructure (quarks of different flavors,
and gluons): this implies that separate integrals for all
possible types of initial state partons, using different
sets of diagrams and of functions f(x), must be consid-
ered. Using the factorisation theorem [80], which allows
separating perturbative (i.e. ME) and non-perturbative
(parton distribution function) calculations in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD), the total cross section may be
written [36] as
σ=
∑
a,b
∫
dx1pa(x1)
∫
dx2pb(x2)
∫
dΦn
dσab
dΦn
(x1, x2, Φn), (1)
i.e. as the convolution, by the appropriate parton distri-
bution functions pa(x1) and pb(x2), of the differential
cross section dσabdΦn for the production of n final state
particles with properties Φn, in the hard interaction of
two partons of types a and b with momentum fractions
x1 and x2, respectively.
In addition, NLO calculations imply the need to
compute two separate classes of integrals, which involve
two different classes of Feynman diagrams and of func-
tions f(x), because matrix elements need to be sepa-
rately computed for standard “S-events” and hard “H-
events” [50], i.e. for final states with n body kinematics
Φn (at tree level and one loop) and n+1 body kinematics
Φn+1 (at tree level), respectively; “matching” prescrip-
tions are then needed to ensure that parton showers are
used appropriately in both types of events (see also for
instance Refs. [81–83] for detailed presentations that
include a graphical representation of these issues). The
situation is similar to that of NLO calculations, and
even more complex, in NNLO calculations.
Experiment production workflows. Phase space integra-
tion is a resource intensive step, but in many cases it
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is only executed once in a given experiment produc-
tion; this is known as the creation of “gridpacks” in
MG5 aMC and POWHEG, or “sherpacks” or “integra-
tion grids” in Sherpa. For instance, creating a typical
MG5 aMC gridpack for V+jets at NLO may take up
to several weeks on one multi-core node, or up to sev-
eral days in a typical cluster usage scenario; see also
Ref. [84] for further details about how gridpacks are
used in CMS. The generation of unweighted event sam-
ples, conversely, is where the LHC experiments spend
essentially all of their generator CPU budgets: this typi-
cally involves many Grid jobs submitted in parallel with
different random number seeds and thus unrelated to
one another, each storing events on its own output file.
If available, integration grids are used as inputs by these
jobs, but for simpler processes, or for generators lack-
ing the option to create integration grids, every Grid job
may also go through the whole event generation chain,
including both phase space integration and unweighted
event generation.
Computational costs. The computational cost of a MC
application roughly scales with the number of points x
where the function f(x) is computed, i.e. with the num-
ber of events used for the integration phase and with the
overall number of events drawn prior to unweighting
during the event generation phase. As a consequence,
the most obvious approach to reduce the overall com-
putational cost of event generation is simply to try and
decrease the number of points x for which f(x) is com-
puted. This is described in detail in Sec. 4.2, where the
possible reduction of many large inefficiencies in un-
weighted event generation is discussed, as well as possi-
ble strategies for reusing events for more than one goal.
In addition, the intrinsic cost per event of comput-
ing f(x) approximately scales itself with the number
of Feynman diagrams contributing to that process. In
particular, with respect to LO calculations for a given
process, NLO and especially NNLO calculations for the
same process involve much higher numbers of diagrams,
some of which (“loop diagrams”) are also intrinsically
more complex to compute. Matrix element calculations
are in fact performed as a power series expansion in
terms of the strong-force coupling constant αs (which
is smaller than 1); the difference between LO, NLO
and NNLO calculations is primarily that of considering
the following level in this power series expansion, which
leads to a roughly factorial increase in computational
complexity. It should be pointed out, nevertheless, that
NLO calculations for simple processes with low final
state multiplicities may be computationally cheaper
than LO calculations for complex processes with high fi-
nal state multiplicities. In summary, it would thus seem
that the intrinsic cost per event x of computing f(x)
is to some extent incompressible, because of the rela-
tively fixed amount of arithmetic calculations that this
involves. One of the only obvious strategies for reduc-
ing this cost consists in improving the efficiency with
which these arithmetic operations are performed on
modern computing systems, for instance through the
use of parallel programming techniques, as discussed
later in Sec. 4.4. In addition, radically new approaches
are also being worked on, involving for example the ap-
proximation of matrix element calculations using Ma-
chine Learning (ML) regression methods [85,86].
4.2 Inefficiencies in unweighted event generation
The complex workflow described above presents sev-
eral challenges and opportunities for improvement. To
start with, there are many sources of inefficiency in un-
weighted event generation, as discussed in the following.
Phase space sampling inefficiency. The algorithm used
for phase space sampling is the most critical ingredi-
ent for efficient unweighted event generation. Some ba-
sic techniques, such as stratified sampling, which essen-
tially consists in binning the phase space, and impor-
tance sampling, which is often implemented as a change
of variables to parametrize the phase space, date back
to more than 40 years ago [77]. Many algorithms, most
notably VEGAS [78, 79] or MISER [87], are adaptive,
i.e. recursive, in that their parameters are tuned itera-
tively as the shape of f(x) is learnt by randomly draw-
ing more and more phase space points. Adaptive multi-
channel algorithms [88, 89] are often used to address
the complex peaking structures of LHC processes, by
defining the sampling function g(x) as a weighted sum
of functions, each of which essentially describes a dif-
ferent peak. Many generic sampling algorithms exist,
including very simple ones like RAMBO [90], others
derived from VEGAS such as BASES/SPRING [91,92]
or MINT [93], and cellular algorithms like FOAM [94].
Other sampling algorithms have been developed specif-
ically for a given generator: examples include MadE-
vent [95] and VAMP [96], which are based on modi-
fied versions of VEGAS and are used in the MG5 aMC
and WHIZARD [97] generators, respectively, as well as
COMIX [98], which is used in Sherpa.
In general, the larger the dimensionality of the phase
space, the lower the unweighting efficiency that can
be achieved: in W+jets, for instance, the Sherpa effi-
ciency [99] is 30% for W+0jets and 0.08% for W+3jets.
This is an area where research is very active, and should
be actively encouraged, as significant cost reductions
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in WLCG compute budgets could be achieved. Im-
provements in this area can only start from physics-
motivated approaches based on the knowledge of phase
space peaks, but they can be complemented by brute-
force ML algorithmic methods [99–104], therefore peo-
ple with different profiles can contribute to this area.
The use of one of these ML tools, Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GAN), is being investigated [105]
not only as a way to provide a more efficient phase
space sampling, but also as a possible replacement for
unweighted event generation altogether, for example
when complemented with maximum mean discrepancy
methods [106].
In this context, it is useful to point out that max-
imizing the efficiency of unweighted event generation
and minimizing the variance on total cross section pre-
dictions by MC integration represent two different, even
if closely related, strategies for the optimization of the
phase space sampling algorithm. The two strategies im-
ply the use of different loss metrics during the learning
phase of an algorithm, and result in different weight dis-
tributions. This is discussed in detail in Ref. [94], and
to some extent also in Ref. [96].
Slicing and biasing. A further issue [107], somewhat re-
lated to sampling inefficiencies, is that jet production
cross sections fall very sharply as the transverse mo-
menta (pT) of the leading jets increase, and generat-
ing events with uniform weight generally fails to give a
reasonable yield in the high-pT regions of phase space.
One approach to solving this problem (“slicing”) is to
produce several independent samples of events, using
different generation cuts in each one, in order to popu-
late all the regions of interest. An additional approach
(“biasing” or “enhancement”), available for instance in
POWHEG [107], MG5 aMC [108, 109], Sherpa [110],
Pythia8 [111] and Herwig7.1 [43], consists in generat-
ing samples of events with non uniform weights, the
shape of whose distribution can however be controlled
by user-defined suppression factors. Both approaches
are used in practice by the LHC experiments, as each
has its pros and cons, and both reduce the resources
required to populate the low-statistics tails of distri-
butions. With additional work, these methods could
help reduce the overall event generation resource re-
quirements at HL-LHC.
Merging inefficiency. Merging prescriptions (e.g. MLM,
CKKW-L at LO, and FxFx, MEPS@NLO at NLO) im-
ply the rejection of some events to avoid double
counting, between events produced with n+1 jets in
the matrix element, and events produced with n jets
in the matrix element and one jet from the parton
shower [56]. The resulting inefficiencies can be relatively
low depending on the process, but they are unavoid-
able in the algorithmic strategy used by the under-
lying physics modeling. Some of these issues are dis-
cussed in Ref. [112], which shows for instance that a
method like shower-kT MLM can reduce the merging
inefficiency of MLM.
Filtering inefficiency. An additional large source of in-
efficiency is due to the way the experiments simulate
some processes, where they generate large inclusive
event samples, which are then filtered on final-state cri-
teria to decide which events are passed on to detector
simulation and reconstruction (e.g. CMS simulations of
specific ΛB decays have a 0.01% efficiency, and ATLAS
B-hadron filtering in a V+jets sample has ∼10% ef-
ficiency). This inefficiency could be reduced by devel-
oping filtering tools within the generators themselves,
designed for compatibility with the requirements of the
experiments. A particularly wasteful example is where
events are separated into orthogonal subsamples by fil-
tering, in which case the same large inclusive sample is
generated many times, once for each filtering stream:
allowing a single inclusive event generation to be fil-
tered into several orthogonal output streams would im-
prove efficiency. Filtering is an area where the LHCb
collaboration has a lot of experience and already ob-
tained significant speedups through various techniques.
In this context, one should also note that the speed
of color reconnection algorithms [113,114] is a limiting
factor for simulating rare hadron decays in LHCb.
Sample sharing. In addition to removing inefficiencies,
other ways could be explored to make maximal use
of the CPU spent for generation by reusing samples
for more than one purpose. Sharing parton-level, or
even particle-level, samples between ATLAS and CMS
is being discussed for some physics analyses. However,
the implications of the statistical correlations that this
would introduce need further investigation in the con-
text of combinations of results across experiments.
Sample reweighting. Another way to re-use samples
is through event reweighting. Recently, there have
been major improvements in available tools in this
area [31, 115–119], which have made it possible to
obtain systematic uncertainty variations as well as
reweighting to alternative model parameters. The lat-
ter may be useful for example in new physics searches,
but also in the optimization of experimental measure-
ments of model parameters [120]. This machinery is
particularly important because in the past obtaining
these variations would have required multiple samples
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to go through detector simulation and reconstruction,
whereas the reweighting only requires this overhead for
a single sample that can then be reused in multiple
ways. This significantly reduces the CPU and storage
requirements for the same end result. However, this
issue can still be explored further as in some areas
there are limitations to the validity of these reweighting
schemes [117–119, 121, 122]. In addition, some system-
atic uncertainty variations, such as merging scale varia-
tions, are not yet available as weights but there is work
ongoing. There are also systematic variations such as
changes of the hadronisation model which are not well
suited to the type of event reweighting discussed here,
but for which alternative approaches using ML tech-
niques to train an ad-hoc reweighting between samples
are under investigation [123–127].
Negative weights. In NLO calculations, matching pre-
scriptions (e.g. MC@NLO, POWHEG, etc.) are re-
quired to avoid double counting between phase space
configurations that may come both from H-events and
from S-events with parton showers. The solution of
this issue becomes technically even more complex at
the NNLO. A widely used NLO matching prescription,
MC@NLO [50], is implemented by using a “modified
subtraction method” that may lead to the appearance
of events with negative weights. A MC unweighting pro-
cedure is still applied, but the resulting events are “un-
weighted” in the sense that their weight can only be +1
or -1. This is a source of (possibly large) inefficiency,
as larger event samples must be generated and passed
through the experiment simulation, reconstruction and
analysis software, increasing the compute and storage
requirements. For a fraction r of events with weight -1,
the number of events to generate increases by a factor
1/(1-2r)2, because the statistical error on MC predic-
tions is a factor 1/(1-2r) higher; for a more detailed ex-
planation of these formulas, see for instance Ref. [128].
For example, negative weight fractions equal to r=25%
and r=40%, which may be regarded as worst-case sce-
narios occurring in tt¯ and Hbb¯ production [128], respec-
tively, imply the need to generate 4 times and 25 times
as many events.
Negative weights can instead be almost completely
avoided, by design, in another popular NLO match-
ing prescription, POWHEG [51], which however is only
available for a limited number of processes. POWHEG
describes the relevant physics in a different way with
respect to MC@NLO, so that predictions which have
formally the same level of accuracy may visibly differ in
the two codes, and are associated with different system-
atics (see Ref. [128] for an in-depth discussion). Nega-
tive weights can also be avoided in the KrkNLO [52]
matching prescription, which is based on a very dif-
ferent approach from those used by MC@NLO and
POWHEG; this method however is only available for a
limited number of processes, and so far has been rarely
used in practice by the LHC experiments.
Progress in this area can only be achieved by theo-
rists, and research is active in this area. For instance, a
modified MC@NLO matching procedure with reduced
negative weights, known as MC@NLO-∆, has recently
been proposed [128]. Similarly, techniques to signif-
icantly reduce the negative weight fraction are also
available in Sherpa [86]. Negative weights also exist
for NNLO calculations, for instance in the UN2LOPS
prescription [129].
One should also note that negative weights due to
matching are absent in LO calculations. One possibil-
ity for avoiding negative weights, while possibly still
achieving a precision beyond LO, could then be to gen-
erate LO multi-leg setups and reweight them to higher
order predictions; a careful evaluation of the theoretical
accuracy of this procedure would however be needed in
this case. In addition, negative weights can also happen
at LO because of not-definite-positive parton distribu-
tion function sets and interference terms, which is par-
ticularly relevant for effective field theory calculations.
Finally, it should be noted that developments to
incorporate contributions in parton shower algorithms
beyond the currently adopted approximations, see e.g.
Refs. [130–132], very often necessitate weighted evo-
lution algorithms. Overcoming the prohibitively broad
weight distributions is subject to an ongoing develop-
ment and might necessitate structural changes in the
event generation workflow [133].
4.3 Accounting of compute budgets for generators
While progress has been made in the HSF generator
WG to better understand which areas of generator soft-
ware have the highest computational cost, more de-
tailed accounting of the experiment workloads and pro-
filing of the main generator software packages would
help to further refine R&D priorities.
Accounting of CPU budgets in ATLAS/CMS. Thanks
to a large effort from the generator teams in both ex-
periments, a lot of insight into the settings used to sup-
port each experiment’s physics programme was gained
within the WG. It is now clear that the fraction of CPU
that ATLAS spends for event generation is somewhat
higher than that in CMS, although the difference is
lower than previously thought: the latest preliminary
estimates of these numbers are 12% and 5%, respec-
tively. A more detailed study of the different strategies
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is ongoing, in particular by analysing individually the
CPU costs of the main processes simulated (notably,
V+jets, tt¯, diboson and multijet).
A practical issue is that these figures had to be har-
vested from logs and production system databases a
posteriori. Deriving precise numbers for CMS has been
particularly difficult, requiring significant person hours
to extract the required information, as until recently
the generation (GEN) and detector simulation (SIM)
steps were mixed in a single software application, and
no separate accounting figures for GEN and SIM could
be recovered from past job logs, therefore Grid costs
had to be extrapolated from ad-hoc local tests. In ad-
dition, job monitoring information is presently kept for
only 18 months in CMS, which complicates the analy-
sis of past productions. For the future, it would be im-
portant to establish better mechanisms to collect this
information, to allow for an easy comparison between
different experiments. It would also help if the various
types of efficiencies described above (sampling, merg-
ing and filtering) could be more easily retrieved for all
simulated processes.
Profiling of generators using production setups. Another
area where the WG has been active, but more work is
needed, is the definition and profiling of standard gen-
erator setups, reproducing those used in production.
This has been used to compare the speeds of Sherpa
and MG5 aMC in the configurations used by ATLAS
and CMS, respectively. For instance, Sherpa was found
to be 3 to 8 times slower than MG5 aMC in the gener-
ation of NLO W+(0-2)jets, but the exact ratio depends
on some of the model parameters used in Sherpa, e.g.
the dynamical scale choice of Sherpa, which results in
taking about 50% of the total CPU time for generation:
when modifying Sherpa to use an equivalent scale to
MG5 aMC, the CPU consumption for this process was
reduced by over a factor of two. The choice of a scale,
however, has important consequences not only on com-
putational costs, but also on physics accuracy: an in-
depth discussion of this important issue, which has been
described in many research papers by different teams of
theorists (see, for instance, Refs. [53, 54,128,134,135]),
is beyond the scope of this paper, but the WG will
continue to investigate the computing and physics im-
plications of such choices.
Detailed profiling of different generator setups has
also already helped to assess the CPU cost of exter-
nal PDF libraries, and to optimise their use [136]. The
profiling of the memory footprint of the software would
also be very useful, and may motivate in some cases a
move to multithreading or multiprocessing approaches.
4.4 Modernisation of generator software
More generally, as is the case for many software pack-
ages in other areas of HEP, some R&D on generators
would certainly be needed to modernise the software
and make it more efficient, or even port it to more mod-
ern computing architectures (see also the discussion of
these issues in the Snowmass 2013 report [137] and in
the HSF CWP [13]).
Data parallelism, GPUs and vectorization. The data
flow of an MC generator, where the same function f(x),
corresponding to the matrix element for the simulated
HEP process, has to be computed over and over again
at many phase space points xi, should, in principle,
lend itself naturally to the data parallel approaches
found in GPU compute kernels, and possibly to some
extent in CPU vectorized code. In this respect, gen-
erators should be somewhat easier to reengineer ef-
ficiently for GPUs than detector simulation software
(notably Geant4 [138]), where the abundance of con-
ditional branching of a stochastic nature may lead to
“thread divergence” and poor software performance
(see, for examples, Refs. [139–144]).
Porting and optimizing generators on GPUs is es-
pecially important to be able to exploit modern GPU-
based HPCs (such as SUMMIT [145], where 95% of the
compute capacity comes from GPUs [146]). Some work
in this direction was done in the past on MG5 aMC,
including both a port to GPUs (HEGET [147–149])
of the library that was used in MG5 aMC, before
ALOHA [150] was introduced, for the automatic gen-
eration of matrix element code (HELAS [151, 152]),
and a port to GPUs of VEGAS and BASES (gVE-
GAS and gBASES [153, 154]). This effort, which un-
fortunately never reached production quality, is now
being revamped by the WG, in collaboration with the
MG5 aMC team, and represents one of the main R&D
priorities of the WG. This work is presently focusing
on Nvidia CUDA, but abstraction libraries like Al-
paka [155,156] or oneAPI [157] will also be investigated.
GPUs may also be relevant to the ML-based phase
space sampling algorithms discussed in Section 4.2;
some recent work in this area has targeted GPUs ex-
plicitly [158, 159]. Finally, work is also ongoing [160]
on the efficient exploitation of GPUs in the pseudoran-
dom number generation libraries that are used in all
MC generators (see Ref. [161] for a recent review of
these components).
Task parallelism, multithreading, multiprocessing. Gen-
erators are generally executed as single-threaded, single-
process software units. In most cases, this is not a prob-
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lem, as the memory footprint of unweighted event gen-
eration is small and usually fits within the 2 GB per core
available on WLCG nodes. However, there are cases
(e.g. diboson production, or Z and Zγ+jets production
with electroweak corrections, all with up to 4 additional
jets) where memory requirement is higher than 2 GB
and can be as much as 4 GB; this leads to inefficiencies
as some processor cores remain unused, which could be
avoided using multithreading approaches. The fact that
some generators are not even thread safe may also be a
problem, for instance to embed them in multi-threaded
event processing frameworks, such as that of CMS.
Multi-processing approaches may also be useful to
speed up the integration and optimization step for com-
plex high-dimensional final states, or to reduce the over-
all memory footprint of a generator application. In par-
ticular, Sherpa workflows based on the Message Pass-
ing Interface (MPI) [162] which have been available
for quite a long time, have been found very useful by
ATLAS and CMS to speed up the preparation of in-
tegration grids on local batch clusters. A lot of work
has also been done in recent years to implement and
benchmark MPI-based workflows on HPC systems. For
instance, the Sherpa LO-based generation of merged
many-jet samples has been successfully tested [163] on
the Cori [164] system at NERSC, both on traditional
Intel Haswell CPUs and on many-core Intel Knights
Landing (KNL) CPUs. This work has used a technique
similar to that previously developed [165] for testing
and benchmarking the scaling of the parallel execution
of Alpgen on Mira [166] at ALCF, a supercomputer
based on IBM PowerPC CPUs. New event formats, mi-
grating LHEF [167] to HDF5, have also been instru-
mental in the success of the Cori tests. MPI integration
has also been completed for MG5 aMC [168]. In this
context, it should in any case be noted that, even if
HPCs offer extremely high-speed inter-node connectiv-
ity, it is perfectly ok for WLCG workflows, including
generators, to use these systems as clusters of unre-
lated nodes, if the computational workflow can be split
up into independent tasks on those nodes.
Hybrid parallelization approaches are also possible,
where multithreading or multiprocessing techniques
are used internally on a single multi-core node, while
the MPI protocol is used to manage the communica-
tion between distinct computing nodes. This approach
is implemented for example in the WHIZARD [96]
and MCFM [169] codes, both of which combine
OpenMP [170] multithreading on individual multi-core
nodes with MPI message passing between them.
Generic code optimizations. A speedup of generators
may also be achievable by more generic optimizations,
not involving concurrency. It should be studied, for in-
stance, if data caching or different compilers and build
strategies may lead to any improvements. Recent stud-
ies [136] on the way LHAPDF6 is used in Pythia have
indeed resulted in significant speedups through better
data caching.
5 Physics challenges (increasing precision)
In addition to software issues, important physics ques-
tions should also be addressed about more accurate the-
oretical predictions, above all NNLO QCD calculations,
but also electroweak (EW) corrections, and their poten-
tial impact on the computational cost of event genera-
tors at HL-LHC. For a recent review of these issues, see
for example Ref. [24]. Some specific NNLO calculations
are already available and used today by the LHC ex-
periments in their data analysis. For example, the mea-
surements of fiducial tt¯ cross sections, extrapolated to
the full phase space, are compared to the predictions of
TOP++ [171], accurate to NNLO: this program, how-
ever, does not use MC methods and cannot be used to
generate unweighted events. Research on NNLO match-
ing has also made significant progress, for example on
the NNLOPS [172], GENEVA [173], UN2LOPS [129]
and MINNLOPS [174] prescriptions. In addition, sam-
ples of unweighted events are routinely generated for
Higgs boson final states using the POWHEG/MINLO
NNLOPS approach [172,175]. With a view to HL-LHC
times, however, some open questions remain to be an-
swered, as discussed below.
NNLO: status of theoretical physics research. The first
question is for which processes QCD NNLO precision
will be available at the time of the HL-LHC. For ex-
ample, first results for triphoton results at NNLO have
recently been published [176]: when would NNLO be ex-
pected for other 2→3 processes or even higher multiplic-
ity final states? Also, for final states such as tt¯, where
differential NNLO predictions exist [177, 178], but the
generation of unweighted NNLO+PS events is not yet
possible, when can this be expected? In particular, it
would be important to clarify which are the theoreti-
cal and more practical challenges in these calculations,
and the corresponding computational strategies and
predicted impact on CPU time needs (e.g. more com-
plex definition of matching procedures, higher fraction
of negative weights, and more complex 2-loop MEs?).
The accuracy of shower generators is also impor-
tant in this context. Current shower generators rely
on first order splitting kernels, together with an ap-
propriate scheme to handle soft emissions. Recent work
aims at improving parton showers by increasing their
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accuracy either by developing novel shower schemes
within the standard parton or dipole branching, such
as DIRE [179] and Vincia [180] or by going beyond the
typical probabilistic approach [181] and by incorporat-
ing higher order splitting functions [52, 130, 182, 183].
In addition, very recently, significant theoretical ad-
vance opening the way to NNL showers has been
achieved [184].
To match NNLO accuracy in QCD, EW corrections
must also be included. Recently, much progress has
been achieved on the automation of the computation
of EW corrections [185–188], to the point that fixed-
order NLO QCD and EW corrections are readily avail-
able for any process of interest at the LHC. A general
interface of these calculations to shower generators that
correctly account for QED radiation for these compu-
tations, however, is not yet available.
An additional concern, in general but especially in
higher-order phenomenology, is the control of numeri-
cal and methodological errors at the sub-percent level.
This is relevant for processes where high-precision mea-
surements and predictions are available, but also to ef-
ficiently and precisely test the input parameter depen-
dence (PDFs, αs, etc.). These issues, and the way in
which they are addressed in the MCFM parton-level
code, are discussed in detail in Ref. [169]. A key com-
ponent of this code is a fully parallelized phase space in-
tegration, using both OpenMP and MPI on multi-core
machines and cluster setups, where technical cutoffs can
be controlled at the required level of precision.
NNLO: experimental requirements at HL-LHC. The sec-
ond question is for which final states unweighted event
generation with NNLO precision would actually be re-
quired (tt¯ production is a clear candidate), and how
many events would be needed. One should also ask if
reweighting LO event samples to NNLO would not be
an acceptable cheaper alternative to address the ex-
perimental needs, and what would be the theoretical
accuracy reached by this procedure.
Size of unweighted event samples required at HL-LHC.
Another question to be asked, unrelated to NNLO, is in
which regions of phase space the number of unweighted
events must be strictly proportional to the luminosity.
For example, in the bulk (low pT) regions of W boson
production it is probably impossible to keep up with the
data, due to the huge cross section. Alternative tech-
niques could be investigated, to avoid the generation of
huge samples of unweighted events.
6 Conclusions
This paper has been prepared by the HSF Physics Event
Generator Working Group as an input to the upcoming
LHCC review of HL-LHC computing, which is sched-
uled to start in May 2020. We have reviewed the main
software and computing challenges for the Monte Carlo
physics event generators used by the LHC experiments,
in view of the HL-LHC physics programme.
Out of the many issues that we have described, we
have identified the following five as the main priorities
on which the WG should focus:
1. Gain a more detailed understanding of the current
CPU costs by accounting and profiling.
2. Survey generator codes to understand the best way
to move to GPUs and vectorized code, and proto-
type the port of the software to GPUs using data-
parallel paradigms.
3. Support efforts to optimize phase space sampling
and integration algorithms, including the use of Ma-
chine Learning techniques such as neural networks.
4. Promote research on how to reduce the cost associ-
ated with negative weight events, using new theo-
retical or experimental approaches.
5. Promote collaboration, training, funding and career
opportunities in the generator area.
We plan to report on these issues in the more in-depth
LHCC review of HL-LHC software, which is currently
scheduled in Q3 2021, and reassess the WG priorities
for future activities at that point in time.
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